A WORLD OF FUN AT
YOUR FINGERTIPS

NUITEQ® CAMPFIRE

Email, Skype & forum support

NUITEQ Remote (iOS+Android)

Engage your target group by
promoting your brand in a fun way

Phone support

Support to change text into any language

Several menu layouts

TUIO support

Widgets (RSS, Twitter, weather & more)

Landscape & portrait mode

3rd party app launcher

Configurator

NUITEQ Campfire is a world of fun at your fingertips that ads
value to your business through smarter human interaction.
With over 30 customizable apps, Campfire helps you create
emotional connections between users and your corporate
identity.
Highlight your brand with a wide range of entertaining and
engaging interactive games.
Attract people at events or exhibitions.
Campfire is also an optimal tool for use in public spaces, such
as kids’ corners, keeping children happy and entertained while
their parents' shop.
Get inspired, watch clips and download Campfire at
www.NUITEQ.com/Campfire

INCLUDED APPLICATIONS
Zones

Drums

Jigsaw

Airhockey

Froggy

Runway

Aliens

FX

Slots

Bugs

Gravitoy

Snowdoku

Bullseye

Labyrinth

Stacks

Cards

Memory

Tap

Couronne

Piano

Untangle

Curling

Pinball

Warp

Deflector

Pong

Wong

Draw

Pool

Zong

Zones

Cards

FX

Aliens

Divide your interactive display into
sections to leverage its multi-user
collaborative capabilities.

Play a friend and chase the highest
card combination in this fun casino
game.

Create amazing visualizations at
your fingertips, making interactive
surfaces come alive in restaurants,
nightclubs or other public areas.

Defend your planet against
rampaging alien forces.

Wong

Zong

Warp

Labyrinth

Fun multi-user twist to the classic
arcade game.

Zong is a fun twist on Wong with
the addition of obstacles, zones and
pickups, as well as a 3 or 4 player
option.

Warp is a fun single and multi-player
game, that is about dodging
enemies and outplaying your
opponents.

Guide your disc from the start to
the finish and compete for the best
time.

Couronne

Pool

Play a classic game of Couronne with
your friends. Sink all the discs of
your colour.

Pool is the classic game almost
everybody is familiar with.

Bullseye
Bullseye is a shooting game. The
player shoots at moving targets to
score as many points as possible
before the time runs out.

You can also play Bullseye against a
friend/second player. In this mode,
you use a slingshot with a pebble
instead of a bow and arrow.

There are three modes to play: Snooker, 8-ball and 9-ball, each with their
own set of rules.

Pinball

Slots

Pinball is any arcade gamers dream.
Score as many points as possible. Hit
the different targets with the ball
using the two flippers in the bottom.

Play with virtual money, spin the
reels and try to win the jackpot.

Draw

Deflector

Gravitoy

Runway

Create, save, print & email your own
drawings and fun artwork.

Test your reaction skills by
destroying the blocks, reaching
higher levels and beating the high
score.

Draw objects, control, and
experience the effects of the gravity
playground.

Land the planes on the correct
runway.

Jigsaw

Stacks

Untangle

Curling

Entertain your target audience with
personalized and branded video and
picture content.

Build a stable tower as fast as
possible to beat your opponent.

This mind-bending puzzle game can
be played solo or with friends.

Beat your friends by nudging their
stones out of the way.

Bugs

Froggy

Memory

Pong

Collect bugs of the same family as
fast as possible to win.

Catch as many flies as fast as
possible to get the high score.

Play a classic game of Memory with
your friends.

This classic table-tennis game relies
on quick hands.

Drums

Piano

Airhockey

Tap

Rock the drum kit to create your
own sounds.

Play and record your own
compositions.

Fast-paced entertaining arcade
game.

Test your reflexes by tapping the
buttons as fast as you can.

Snowdoku

Configurator

Solve the number puzzle as fast as
you can.

Quickly create your own personalized, branded
look and feel, without the need to program.
Easily change backgrounds, icons, text, game
settings, menu layouts, and other content, to
fit your personal preference.
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